
 

 

 

 

6.5.3: Quality Initiatives of IQAC  

 
1. Knowledge Sharing Session On Building A Global Institution 

2. Periodic Lecture Programme Sponsored by Indian Council of 

Philosophical Research - Ethics of Globalization 

3. Online Management Development Programme on “Role of 

Business in Sustainable Development” 

4. Webinar on “Capacity Building and Personality Building 

Program Funded and Supported by National Commission for 

Women, New Delhi 

5. Capacity Building Workshop on NIRF Preparations 

6. Webinar on “An overview of Neuroscience and its Application 

7. Workshop on “Search Engine Marketing 

8. SDP on Interview Process and current demand in the market and 

Holistic Approach for team building activities 

9. Three days‟ Workshop on „'Dimensions of Sustainability in 

Business 

10. Workshop on “Social Media Marketing & Search Engine 

Marketing 



 

 

11. Workshop on Effective Communication for Negotiations 

12. Workshop on Emotional Intelligence 

13. Workshop on Workplace Engagement & Being Productive 

14. Workshop on Social Media Tools 

15. Periodic Lecture Programme Sponsored by Indian Council of 

Philosophical Research - Social and Political philosophy 

16. Periodic Lecture Programme Sponsored by Indian Council of 

Philosophical Research Basic Human Values and Indian Culture 

and its relevance in Nation Reconstruction 

 

  

 



 

What does it takes to build a great institution 

 



 

 



 

 

Resource person: 

Dr. Balakrishna Grandhi 

Dean - Global MBA and MGB; Professor of Marketing & Strategy,  

SP Jain School of Global Management  
 

Dr. Grandhi is a member of the core team governing the School. He has a passion to design innovative 

curriculum and build teams for delivering high impact learning. Adjudged 'Professor of the Year' from 

300+ faculty. 

 For benchmarking SP Jain's programs, met thought leaders at business schools at Harvard, Babson, 

Bentley, Cornell, Emory, Georgia State and Georgia Tech universities.  

A recipient of the Doctoral Research Grant from the American Marketing Association in 1976. 

For his PhD program, was awarded Medical Data Reports Inc. fellowship and Jack L Hurley grant. 

Dr. Grandhi shared his vast experience and wisdom of building a global institution with RVIM on 19th 

November, 2021 between 3:30 pm to 5:30 pm 

The Informal experience sharing session was organized with all staff about Institution Building and what 

it takes to build a great Institution and how we should be approaching this task. He shared his views, 

experiences, unique cases, best practices and innovative approaches on; 



1. Teaching-Learning-Evaluation 

2. Research-Consultancy-Extension 

3. Student experience 

4. Stakeholder engagement 

5. Internships-Placements 

6. Governance 

7. Faculty Empowerment, etc. 

As the commencement of MBA programme in autonomous institution, this interaction helped us in 

strategizing our plan to pave a way for becoming better institution. 

 

Sri K A Sujit Chandan 

MCA, MBA-at Georgia State University, Atlanta, USA 

Sri K A Sujit Chandan is a business man, as part of the Komarla group is an integrated poultry 

company having business interests in the 5 southern states namely Karnataka, Tamilnadu, 

Maharashtra, Goa and Kerala. Komarla Group has poultry breeding farms, hatcheries and 

commercial contract farms. They also manufacture different types of Animal Feeds.  

Achievement's through the career 

Mr. Sujit has been involved in many nonprofit organizations. Chairman of Bangalore Chapter of 

Round Table India. Associated with the RV Group of Institutions as a managing committee 

member on Board of Trustees since 2014 Member of industrial organizations such as CII, 

Sompura Industrial Estate Association, FKCCI and Laghu Udyog Bharathi. 

Sir, deliberated on the need of having a global footprints of Indian educational institutes. He 

shared his views on the critical planning and strategizing by collaborating all sister institutes of 

RV group to grow together effectively in teaching as well as research and consultancy.  
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RASHTREEYA SIKSHANA SAMITHI TRUST 

R V INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT 

CA 17, 26 Main, 36th Cross, 4th T Block, Jayanagar 

Bengaluru, Karnataka  560 041 

 

 

Periodic Lecture Programme  

Sponsored by Indian Council of Philosophical Research  

In association with  

R V INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT 

Date: 18
th
 November, 2021; 18

th
 January, 2022; 12

th
 

March, 2022; 29
th
 March, 2022.  

Venue: RVIM  

Time: 11:00 AM to 12:00 PM Event : Periodic Lecture Programme 

No. of Participant: 150 Event Coordinator: Dr. Padmalini Singh 

 

Objectives 

- "No nation can move forward by forgetting its culture and heritage.” The aim of the webinar was to discover and 

rediscover innumerable gems by delving into the rich treasure of Indian culture and values. 

 

 

Agenda/Flow of the Event 

1
st
 Periodic Lecture: 

One hour webinar was organized in a discussion mode where some pertinent questions were asked by the 

speaker Dr. Pawan Kumar Singh, Director, IIM Trichy to the audience to be able to understand the basic values 

embodied in Indian Culture and how it can be used for the National Reconstruction.  

2
nd

 Periodic Lecture: 

RV Institute of Management organized ICPR sponsored Periodic Lecture series scheduled between 10:35-11:35 

am. by Dr. Jose, Professor of Philosophy at Dharmaram Vidya Kshetram and Christ University, Bangalore on 

'Social and Political philosophy' 

3
rd
 Periodic Lecture: 

The periodic lecture series continued with a lecture session on 'Ethics of Globalization' by Dr. Subhash Sharma, 

Director, Indus Business Academy, Bangalore on 12
th
 March, 2022.  

4
th
 Periodic Lecture: 

The last periodic lecture session was led by Dr. Purushottam Bung, Director, RV Institute of Management, 

Bangalore on 29
th
 March, 2022 on ‘Philosophical Perspective on Sustainability’.  
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Outcome Achieved/ Attained: 

 

1
st
 Periodic Lecture: 

The audience were able to understand the Indian value system with the analogy of speed and direction. Dr. 

Pawan explained that the youth require both speed and direction to excel in life. The Indian value system 

provides the right direction to the youth that have a fragile mind whereas skills acquired in life provides the 

speed to the youth. He explained that becoming success by exercising speed and direction is important but both 

are balanced by ethics. He also deliberated what are basic Indian values rooted deep into our culture and 

documented in scriptures can help us today to reconstruct our nation.  
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Dr. Harsh Purohit, Dean WISDOM, Banasthali University, Rajasthan 

 

 

 

 
Dr. Ajoy, Associate Professor, SIT Tumkur. 
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2
nd

 Periodic Lecture: 

The Periodic Lecture Programme on the topic 'Social and Political philosophy' was organized on Jan 18, 2022 

10:35 AM on Zoom platform by Dr. Jose Nandhikkara, Professor of Philosophy at Dharmaram Vidya Kshetram 

and Christ University, Bangalore. Fr Jose was formerly Dean of the Faculty of Philosophy, Dharmaram Vidya 

Kshetram, Bangalore, Head of the Department of Philosophy and Theology at Christ University, Bangalore, and 

Director of the Centre for the Study of World Religions, Bangalore. Fr Jose contributes to the fields of 

Philosophical Anthropology, Ethics, Inter-cultural and Inter-religious Dialogue, Philosophy of Language, and 

Philosophy of Religion. He has authored a book, edited six volumes, and contributed over seventy research 

articles in journals and edited volumes.  

 

The webinar began with basic understanding of social and political philosophies underlying its implication in 

today’s social make-up. He explained the relevance of social and political philosophy by rendering the 

knowledge of philosophical types and its impact in our daily life. Dr. Jose paved the way to ponder over the 

need to change the existing political philosophy that is purely guided by maximization of profits and growing 

consumerism which is leading to endless greed to consume more thus depleting the abundant natural resources.  
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3
rd
 Periodic Lecture: 

Dr. Subhash Sharma Dr. Subhash Sharma is a leading Indian Management thinker and author of several thought 

provoking books such as Creation from Shunya, Management in New Age: Western Windows Eastern Door, 

Quantum Rope: Science, Mysticism & Management, New Mantras in Corporate Corridors, New Earth Sastra to 

name a few.  

 

Dr. Subhash Sharma deliberated on the importance of ethics in today’s time. He explained his idea of 'Corporate 

Veda' as a basis for application of Indian ethos in corporate context. As societies have undergone transitions 

from kingdom states to nation-states and now we are witnessing the emergence of corporates as states.  

 

Indian ethos provides us a strong foundational basis for the development of management ideas for 'new age 

corporates'. He described and explained various models to reinforce the importance of ethics in globalization.  
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4
th
 Periodic Lecture: 

Dr. Purushottam Bung addressed the gathering on “Philosophical Perspectives on Sustainability’ started his 

session from a basic understanding of sustainability and layered it through a step wise explanation of why it is 

important to talk about philosophy, why there is an disequilibrium in the universe and what is the solution to this 

growing problem. He then explained various philosophies such as Bhagvat gita, Shiaiva philosophy, patanjali 

yoga sutra, taittrayi upnishand, Buddhism, gandhian philosophy, tribal philosophy and Shri Suresh Hundre 

philosophy of contemporary thinkers on sustainability.  

He explained that various Indian philosophies focus on knowing the self as prime most factor in bringing the 

equilibrium and harmony in the universe. He also explained the equation wealth=money+peace given by Shri 

Suresh Hundre.  
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Feedback & Coordinator Comment:  

All the participants appreciated the webinar and requested to document the talk in a form of a book.  

 

 

Expected Outcome: 

 

Expected outcome of the webinar is to pave a way for the youth towards achieving success ethically and 

contribute in nation building.  

 

 

     

         

       

Event Coordinator         Director   

Dr. Padmalini Singh         Dr. Purushottam Bung 

Associate Professor,          Professor & Director, 

RV Institute of Management          RV Institute of Management 

Bangalore          Bangalore 
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Dr. Pawan Kumar Singh, Director, IIM Trichy to the audience to be able to understand the basic values embodied 

in Indian Culture and how it can be used for the National Reconstruction.  

2
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RV Institute of Management organized ICPR sponsored Periodic Lecture series scheduled between 10:35-11:35 am. 
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3
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th
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4
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on 29
th
 March, 2022 on ‘Philosophical Perspective on Sustainability’.  
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Outcome Achieved/ Attained: 

 

1
st
 Periodic Lecture: 

The audience were able to understand the Indian value system with the analogy of speed and direction. Dr. Pawan 

explained that the youth require both speed and direction to excel in life. The Indian value system provides the 

right direction to the youth that have a fragile mind whereas skills acquired in life provides the speed to the youth. 

He explained that becoming success by exercising speed and direction is important but both are balanced by ethics. 

He also deliberated what are basic Indian values rooted deep into our culture and documented in scriptures can 

help us today to reconstruct our nation.  
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Feedback & Coordinator Comment:  

All the participants appreciated the webinar and requested to document the talk in a form of a book.  

 

 

Expected Outcome: 

 

Expected outcome of the webinar is to pave a way for the youth towards achieving success ethically and contribute 
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A Report and Relevant documents of Online Management Development 

Programme  on “Role of Business in Sustainable Development” 

 

Date: 24th to 28th January, 2022  Venue: Online 

Time: 3.00 pm to 4:30 pm Audience: People of Industry and Academia  

No. of Participant: 480 Event Coordinator: Dr. Noor Firdoos Jahan 

Objectives 

The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) have opened an unprecedented door for 

business participation in global peace and development. The UN and firms worldwide—including, but 

not limited to, multi-national corporations (MNCs)—are increasingly working together for sustainable 

development, and the UN considers the private sector to be an essential partner in their ambitious SDG 

agenda. Executives from business need these skills to incorporate sustainability in their activities. The 

Management teachers and students should also know the relevance of this topic with its implications on 

the business.  Hence the main objective of this programme was to explore the role of Business in 

Sustainable Development   

Brief Profile of the Resources Person and sessions:  

Session & Time 

 

Topic  Resource Person 

Session I 

Date: 24/01/2022 

Time: 3.00 pm to 

4.30 pm 

 

 

Sustainable Corporate Strategy 

 

Dr. Naresh Tyagi, 

Chief Sustainability Officer, 

Aditya Birla Fashion and Retail, 

Bengaluru 

Session II 

Date: 25/01/2022 

Time: 3.00 pm to 

4.30 pm 

 

 

Sustainable Marketing Strategy and 

Contemporary practices 

 

Dr. Lalitha Ramakrishnan 

Professor, Department of 

Management Studies, 

Pondicherry University, Puducherry 

 

Session III 

Date: 27/01/2022 

Time: 3.00 pm to 

4.30 pm 

 

  

“Role of Business in Sustainable 

Development during COVID-19 crisis”   

 

 

 

Prof. Charan Singh 

CEO and Director, 

EGROW Foundation, NOIDA 

Session IV 

Date: 28/01/2022 

Time: 3.00 pm to 

4.30 pm 

“Sustainability from the Philosophical 

Perspective”   

 

Dr. Purushottam Bung 

Professor and Director, RVIM 
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Outcome Achieved/ Attained: 

Online Management Development Programme  on “Role of Business in Sustainable Development” was 

organized by the department of Marketing, R V Institute of management, Bangalore From 24
th

  to 24
th

   

January 2022. The MDP comprised of Four sessions with 480 registered for the programme from across 

India. The Zoom platform was used to conduct the programme. The MDP was hosted by Dr. Noor 

Firdoos Jahan, Professor, R V Institute of Management, Bangalore. The MDP was very well delivered 

by the resource persons and appreciated by all the audience.  

Photo Gallery 
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Feedback/ Coordinators Comment:  
At the end of the MDP, the feedback was collected from the participants in the Google form. The 

summary of the same is provided here: 

 

 
 
Prepared by Event Coordinator                                                                                                   
Dr. Noor Firdoos Jahan                                                                                            Director  
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WEBINAR REPORT 

on 

“Capacity Building and Personality Building Program” 

Funded and Supported by 

National Commission for Women, New Delhi 

 

Organized by 

RV Institute of Management 

CA 17, 36th Cross, 26th main 

4th T block, Jayanagar, 

Bangalore – 560041 

 

26th April, 2022 

Coordinator: Dr. Padmalini Singh, Associate Professor, RV Institute of Management 

 



    
 

Webinar Report on “Capacity Building and Personality Development 

Programme” 

ABOUT THE WEBINAR 

A one day Webinar on Capacity Building and Personality Development Programme” has 

been conducted by RV Institute of Management, Bangalore with the support of National 

Commission for Women (NCW), New Delhi on 26.04.2022. The target audience of the 

webinar were students from Under Graduate and Post Graduate Programme, research 

scholars and academicians from across the India and abroad.  

RATIONALE OF THE WEBINAR 

There is a growing importance of skill based learning among recruiters all over the world. 

Companies gives preference to those candidates who are well groomed in personal and 

professional capacity and also are digitally literate. The organizations recruit those 

candidates who have a good communication and interpersonal skills as it is evident that 

getting a job is easy than sustaining in that job. In this environment, this webinar aims to 

aid participants to gain a competitive edge during placement and job interviews and also 

help to develop self-confidence among themselves by grooming their personality 

altogether to set a positive impression.   

OBJECTIVE OF THE WEBINAR 

This webinar is a skill development webinar. The course will provide to learn on the skills 

beyond curriculum that is demanded in the job market. This webinar will equip the 

participants to work efficiently and deliver at their work place and will give all the new 

skills defined necessary by the World Economic Forum to address the skill gap as the 4.0 

Industry is adopted. At the end of the webinar, participants will gain employability skills 

that is need of an hour to enter, grow and sustain in the job.  

 



    
 

METHODOLOGY ADOPTED BY THE 
INSTITUTE TO CONDUCT THE WEBINAR 
 

After receiving the approval letter and sanction order from National Commission for 

Women (NCW), a systematic approach was carried out by the department to conduct the 

webinar.  

Planning for promoting of the programme 

Identifying the internal core team members to conduct the programme 

Preparation of webinar brochure (attached as Annexure) 

Preparation of Programme schedule of the webinar  

Assigning tasks to various team members 

Mail approval to National Commission for Women about the date of 
webinar. 

Creating google forms for registration 

Creating a zoom link for registration 

Promotion of the programme on various platforms including emails, 

whatsapp, social media and distribution of brochure in various colleges. 

Formal Invitation were sent to resource persons of various sessions 

Webinar was successfully conducted as per the proposed schedule. 

 

 



    
 

BROCHURE 

 



    
 

 



    
 

SCHEDULE OF THE WEBINAR 

Programme Scedule 

Session  Time Speaker Topic Rapporteurs 

1 10:00 am – 

11:30 am 

Dr. Purushottam Bung Personal Capacity 

Building 

Dr. Rizwana M 

Associate 

Professor, RIT 

2 11:45 pm - 

01:15 pm 

Dr. Rizwana M Professional -

Career Skills 

Dr. Padmalini 

Singh, 

Associate 

Professor, 

RVIM 

3 03:00 pm- 

04:30 pm 

Dr. Padmalini Singh Digital Literacy & 

Effective use of 

Social Media 

Pooja 

Takalkar, 

Teaching 

Assistant, 

RVIM  

 

 

 

 

 



    
 

SAMPLE REGISTRATION FORM

 



    
 

INVITATION TO JOIN THE PROGRAMME 

 



    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



    
 

ZOOM MEET JOINING LINK 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



    
 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE SEMINAR 

Webinar on “Capacity Building and Personality Development Programme” has been 

conducted by RV Institute of Management, Bangalore in association with the National 

Commission for Women (NCW), New Delhi 0n 26.04.2022 from 10.00 AM to 4.30 PM  

through Zoom Platform. The Webinar was hosted by Dr. Padmalini Singh, Associate 

Professor, RV Institute of Management, Bangalore.  

The programme started with a song of Ricky Kej (Grammy Award Winner) “We are one”. 

Dr. Padmalini Singh welcomed the participants and students from various Institutions 

across India and Abroad. It followed by a brief Rationale of the Webinar and the working 

of NCW and its role in women empowerment.    

 

A snapshot of Introduction to the introduction to the programme and welcoming 

the participants by Dr. Padmalini Singh 



    
 

 

 

 

 



    
 

SESSION 1 

Personal Capacity Building 

 

The first session of Capacity Building and Personality Development Program was taken 

by Dr. Purushottam Bung, Professor & Director, RV Institute of Management, Bangalore 

on the topic ‘Personal Capacity Building’. 

PROFILE OF THE RESOURCE PERSON: Dr. Purushottam Bung 

B.E. (E&C), PDMS (Melbourne Business School, Australia), MBA (Monash University, 

Australia), Ph.D in Management (Karnataka University)                                    

Professor and Director  

R V Institute of Management 

Bengaluru: 560 041, Karnataka 

Interest Area: Strategy, Entrepreneurship, Innovation and Yoga 

                                                                                                                



    
 

 Dr. Purushottam Bung is an engineer with a rich experience of around 28 plus 

years in Academia and industry (domestic and international). He completed PGDM 

from Melbourne Business School, Australia, one of the top 10 B-schools in the 

world and MBA from Monash University, one of the top universities in the world. 

He has a rich part time entrepreneurial experience of around 10 plus years in the 

food processing industry.  

 He is on the expert/advisory/editorial panel of many Institutions, Universities, 

NGOs and journals. He has presented and published 28 plus research articles in 

national and international refereed journals. 

 Dr.Bung was conferred “Best Academic Leader of the year” by BMA( Bangalore 

Management Association during 65th Anniversary Award -2022. He was conferred 

with ‘Education leader of the year -2020 (pan India)’as part of National 

Education Excellence awards in 2020; “Enterprising Academic Leader of the 

year (South India)” as part of National Education Excellence Awards in 2018. He 

was conferred with “Distinguished Educator” award in 2013. In 2015 he was 

awarded as ‘Best Director of a B-school in Karnataka’ as part of education 

excellence awards – 2015. He is member of many Associations and Institutional 

bodies. He was elected the Fellow of World Academy of Productivity Sciences 

at Beijing, China recently. He is also a research fellow of Institute of Productivity, 

UK.  

 Dr. Bung is offering management consultancy services to local Businesses, 

Institutions and entrepreneurs as well. He has undertaken several funded research 

projects in various domains. He has completed a HarvardX course in collaboration 

with Pearson Global and Ureka Education group, UK on ‘Future of Learning’ and 

many MOOCs in the area of Design Thinking, Leadership, Negotiation and so on 

as part of continuous learning endeavor. 

 Dr. Bung has been training professionals on Building Entrepreneurial Skills; Design 

Thinking; Leadership skills; and YOGA – the ultimate stress reliever and the most 

promising tool to achieve work-life balance. He has completed the Foundation 



    
 

Course in YOGA from BBAU, a Central University, Lucknow and is a qualified 

YOGA Instructor certified by YOGA Certification Board, Ministry of AYUSH, GOI. 

 Dr. Bung worked as the professor and Director at KLS IMER, Belgaum, Karnataka 

from July-2011 till January-2018 – One of leading Management Institutions of 

North Karnataka. During his tenure, the Institution bagged the NAAC accreditation 

with grade A (CGPA of 3.24); started Sandbox Incubation Centre in collaboration 

with Deshpande Foundation; Got the 2(f) and 12(B) recognition from the UGC; 

started preparations to become Autonomous Institution (It became one in 2020); 

and grew across all fronts.  

 Currently he is working as Professor and Director at R V Institute of Management, 

a prestigious stand-alone Autonomous Institution of excellence at Bangalore which 

is part of prestigious RV group of Institutions. He is responsible for the growth of 

Institution across, all fronts, i.e. Academics, Research, Consultancy, Extension 

and Outreach, Admissions, Placements, Alumni Relations, Industry Linkages, 

Collaborations (Domestic & International), Accreditations & Rankings, Usage of 

ICT in everything that we do, etc.  

 During recent NAAC Reaccreditation, RVIM was graded with A+ grade (3.38 out 

of 4.0) and accredited by QS I-Gauge E-LEAD for E-Readiness. All these efforts 

have resulted in various recognitions and awards like; ‘Best B-School of the Year 

2020 – South India’ and Improved rankings by various agencies like; Top 25 on 

pan India level on ROI; Top 10 in Bangalore Metro by Business India, The Week, 

Outlook, etc. 

PREVIEW OF SESSION 1 

The first session was coordinated by Dr. Padmalini Singh and Dr. Rizwana M. After the 

formal welcome and introduction of the resource person, Dr. Purushottam Bung begin the 

session with discussing the agenda of the session. The session was divided into several 

topics such as listening skills, brainstorming, time management, stress management, 

internal communication and group discussion.  



    
 

He discussed about active and empathetic listening. He said the steps of effective 

listening should be followed as: 

 Receiving 

 Understanding 

 Evaluating  

 Responding  

 Remembering 

Also he deliberated on techniques one can follow to become an effective listener that is: 

 Pay attention 

 Show that you are listening through responding 

 Provide feedback 

 Defer judgement 

 Respond appropriately 

After the broad discussion, he focused on factors that influence listening while listener 

are interested. He said for building connections, trust, identifying solutions, develop 

knowledge and to avoid critical information, active listening is important. He showed a 

video to reinforce the points he discussed.  

 



    
 

The second part that was discussed was Barnstorming. He briefed how barnstorming is 

conducted in any organization or institution among group of people and what is the 

purpose of brainstorming process. The video shown to the participants supplemented 

the process of brainstorming. Why it is important to know for career development was 

also discussed in the session. 

Time management is important part of individual life that determine their success. Dr. 

Bung highlighted its importance and technique for effective time management. He also 

explained the matrix that can help individual to plan and prioritize time for devoting for 

different tasks.  

The next topic ‘stress management’ was started by describing its importance in today’s 

world. He discussed about the recent incident where Hollywood actor William Smith 

slapped in award function due to extreme stress. He discussed several ways to reduce 

stress and keep oneself calm.  

The next part of session was on ‘communication’ where different types of communication 

was discussed. Further, factors that influence in choosing a particular medium was also 

discussed. 

 



    
 

The last part dealt was on ‘Internal Communication’ and ‘Group Discussion’. Many Dos 

and Dont’s were discussed to avoid mistaked during GD. 

The session ended with Q&A round, where many participants asked questions related to 

internal communication, building trust with effective communication, grapevine etc. that 

was answered by Dr. Purushottam Bung.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



    
 

SESSION 1 

Professional Career Skills 

 

BRIEF PROFILE OF THE RESOURCE PERSON: Dr. Rizwana M 

Dr. Rizwana.M 
Associate professor, 
Department of Management studies, 
M.S Ramaiah Institute of Technology, Bangalore-560054 
 

 Dr.Rizwana.M, a graduate in Applied Science (Information Technology) and a Post 

graduate in MBA (Marketing and HR) is currently working as Associate professor 

and Department of Management Studies and Research Centre, M. S. Ramaiah 

Institute of Technology, Bangalore. Dr.Rizwana obtained her Doctoral degree from 

Bharathiar University, Coimbatore. Dr.Rizwana holds around 15 years of Teaching 

and Research Experience.  



    
 

 Dr. Rizwana teaches courses in the Marketing specializations like Marketing 

Management, Supply Chain Management, Services Marketing, Consumer 

Behaviour and Rural Marketing.  

 Dr. Rizwana has published papers in the areas of Marketing, Entrepreneurship and 

Startup Development, Industry Institute Interaction, Scaling up Start-ups and 

Several Case studies in Esteemed Journals 

 Dr. Rizwana’s Research and Consultancy interest includes Entrepreneurship 

Development, Business Plan Preparation for Startups and SMEs, Women 

Entrepreneurship, Digital Marketing, Identifying and Managing Skill gap, Managing 

Customer Emotions, E-Office Management and Healthcare and Hospitality 

Marketing.  

 Dr. Rizwana has completed a project titled “Determinants of Survival of Start-ups 

in Karnataka region” which has been sanctioned and funded by ICSSR, New Delhi. 

Currently, she is working on a DST-NSTMIS sponsored Research Project titled 

“Impact of Industry Institute Collaborations on Entrepreneurship Development and 

Innovations: A study with reference to Technical Institutions in Karnataka region. 

 Dr. Rizwana serves on the editorial board and also a reviewer for several academic 

research journals. She has delivered special talks on the topics like Research 

Methodology and Building Start-up Culture at various Institutions in Tamilnadu and 

Karnataka. 

 Dr. Rizwana has been involved in designing the Course Curriculum for various 

Marketing and General Management Subjects. She has coordinated for number of 

Management Development Programmes, Conferences and Faculty Development 

Programmes in the area of Soft Skills, Leadership, Entrepreneurship Development 

and Industrial Relations. 

 

 To add to her credit Dr.Rizwana is a Life Member of Indian Academic Association 

(IARA) 

 



    
 

UPSHOTS FROM SESSION 2 

Dr. Padmalini Singh welcomed the participants and introduced the resource person Dr. 

Rizwana M, Associate Professor, RIT, Bangalore. 

 

 

The session started with differentiating jobs with career and how to turn a job into a career. 

Then the discussion went on to explaining the steps for identifying career opportunities 

that are self-assessment, identification of employment avenues, matching career 

opportunity with individual profile, gathering information and fixing a career goal.  

The next part of the session was focused on enhancing resume skills by first explaining 

the purpose of resume and key difference between resume and CV. Dr. Rizwana further 

went on to explaining the essential steps to be followed in order to design a good resume 

that can attract recruiters.  



    
 

 

The next part of the session was deliberated on the interview skills and presentation skills. 

She discussed different types of interview skills required to be possessed by the 

candidate today that are highly demanded by the corporate today.  

 

 



    
 

She also explained different types of Job interviews that participants may face in order to 

get good packages from the dream companies. Then she further discussed about how 

participants an prepare themselves for interview by practicing suggested points by her.  

She also explained briefly about how a candidate should appear for an interview. There 

are strict dress code and body language that one should exhibit was discussed by Dr. 

Rizwana.  

The session ended with Q&A where many participants asked questions related to 

interview skills and resume writing. Dr. Rizwana answered all the queries of participants 

and completed her talk by thanking the participants, organizers and NCW for giving her 

the opportunity to share her expertise with the audience.  

 

 

 

 

 



    
 

SESSION 3 

 

PROFILE OF THE RESOURCE PERSON: Dr. Padmalini Singh 

Dr. Padmalini Singh 

BSc (Microbiology), MSc (Applied Microbiology & Biotechnology), MBA (Marketing), 

PhD (Management) 

Associate Professor,  

RV Institute of Management, Bangalore 

 

 She has a global outlook in teaching fostered by working in Indian School of 

Business, Hyderabad with global ranking Professors from The Wharton School, 

London Business School, PennState and Michigan University. 

 She organized funded workshops, seminars and National Conferences funded by 

SEBI-Multi Commodity Exchange-IPF, Indian Council for World Affairs and Indian 



    
 

Council for Social Science Research (ICSSR), Indian Council of Philosophical 

Research (ICPR) are to her credit. 

 She has published research papers in area of social science and marketing in 

esteemed journal listed in scopus and ABDC and also have books to her credit.  

 She have 2 patents in her name in the emerging area of digital marketing.  

 She have funded projects from DST, ICSSR, UBA in the field of social 

reengineering.  

 She has been Recognized by Mahatma Gandhi National Council of Rural 

Education, Hyderabad for Beat Covid Campaign 

 Invited as a Panelist and Session Chair from various National & International 

Conferences. 

 She is on Review Board of various reputed Journals. 

The session was coordinated by Dr. Rizwana M, Associate Professor, Ramaiah Institute 

of Technology, Bangalore. Dr. Rizwana welcomed the participants and introduced the 

resource person for the third and last session.  

 



    
 

Dr. Padmalini Singh began the session by stressing the importance of digital literacy 

among participants especially effective use of social media. Dr. Singh highlighted the 

benefits of email to the participants and demonstrated various features of email that is not 

known by many individuals.  

 



    
 

 

Continuing the demonstration, she explained various options available on google drive to 

upload the documents.  

 



    
 

Moving further, Dr. Singh explained e-wallets available to everyone for easy payments. 

She explained concerns using the e-wallets on how to secure the use while operating 

with it.  

 

The next part of her session was focused on effective use of social media. She 

demonstrated the safety features available on facebook and Instagram to secure the 

account from being hacked. She continued further by demonstrating the the features 

available to retrieve the account and report the account if it is being hacked.  



    
 

 

The last part of her session was deliberated on the cybercrime. She explained types of 

cybercrime and various laws in Indian Penal Code to protect the victim against 

cybercrime. She described cyber stalking and Laws associated with it to protect the 

vulnerable group being exploited.  



    
 

 

Lastly, she explained darknet to the participants and punishment under IPC if found guilty.  

 

 



    
 

SAMPLE FEEDBACK FORM 

 

 

 



    
 

ANALYSIS OF FEEDBACK 

To assess the experience of the webinar among participants, a feedback form was 

created using google forms and the link was shared among the participants towards the 

end of the programme. Only 170 participants gave the feedback online whereas many 

participants sent their feedback through mail and used Chat option during webinar. The 

analysis of the feedback provided by the participants was carried out by Dr. Padmalini 

Singh. 

Table 1: Relevance of contents covered under 
each session 

Particulars 
Number of 

respondents  
Percentage 

Excellent 147 86 

Good 23 14 

Fair 0 0 

Poor 0 0 

Very poor 0 0 

Total 170 100% 
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Chart 1: Relevance of contents covered under 
each session



    
 

 

Table 2: Adequacy of coverage of contents 
under each session 

Particulars 
Number of 

respondents  
Percentage 

Excellent 103 61 

Good 65 38 

Fair 2 1 

Poor 0 0 

Very poor 0 0 

Total 170 100% 

 

 

Table 3: Knowledge and expertise of the 
resource person 

Particulars 
Number of 

respondents  
Percentage 

Excellent 135 80 

Good 32 19 

Fair 1 1 

Poor 0 0 

Very poor 0 0 

Total 168 100% 
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each session



    
 

 

Table 4: Time duration allotted for each session 

Particulars 
Number of 

respondents  
Percentage 

Excellent 92 54 

Good 70 41 

Fair 8 5 

Poor 0 0 

Very poor 0 0 

Total 170 100% 
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Table 5: Handling of Question and answer 
session 

Particulars 
Number of 

respondents  
Percentage 

Excellent 164 96 

Good 6 4 

Fair 0 0 

Poor 0 0 

Very poor 0 0 

Total 170 100% 

 

 

Table 6: Overall Experience of the Webinar 

Particulars 
Number of 

respondents  
Percentage 

Excellent 151 89 

Good 19 11 

Fair 0 0 

Poor 0 0 

Very poor 0 0 

Total 170 100% 
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FEEDBACK SUMMARY 

A total of 170 participants filled the feedback link of the webinar. The outcome of the 

feedback analysis is that the participant are extremely satisfied with coverage and 

relevance of contents of the Webinar.    

The participants also expressed that the knowledge and expertise exhibited by the 

resource person was excellent and time duration allotted for each session was also 

satisfactory. Overall, the participants are contented with the experience of the webinar 

that enhanced their capacity building.  
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Snapshot of the feedback shared by few participants 

 

 

 



    
 

CONCLUSING REMARKS 

The closing remarks and vote of thanks for the webinar was proposed by Dr. Rizwana M, 

Associate Professor, Ramaiah Institute of Technology. Dr. Rizwana expressed her 

immense pleasure to propose vote of thanks to National Commission for Women for 

sponsoring the webinar. She conveyed her thankfulness to the Director, Dr. Purushottam 

Bung, Director, RV Institute of Management, Bangalore and the programme  convener 

Dr. Padmalini Singh, Associate Professor, RV Institute of Management, Bangalore and 

organizing team members, coordinators and technicians for extending their heartfelt 

support for conducting the webinar. On behalf of National Commission for Women and 

RV institute of Management, Bangalore, Dr.Rizwana conveyed her gratitude to all the 

experts for extending their knowledge to the audience.  

It was stated that the webinar was a good attempt to render required knowledge about 

building personal and professional capabilities for the participants to gain confidence and 

prepare themselves for demanding world. The knowledge regarding different skills such 

as listening, brainstorming, communication skills and interview skills are need of an hour 

that was explained in an interesting way by the experts.  

The knowledge and demonstration on how to secure oneself using digital payments and 

social media was apt for youth who does everything on a click. It was important for the 

youth to understand the nitty-gritty of the presence in digital space and its consequences. 

Overall the webinar experience was truly remarkable and the feedback provided by the 

participants not only from India but also from other countries are exceptional.     

 

 

 



    
 

 

KEY OUTCOMES OF THE WEBINAR 

 The Webinar disseminated knowledge about various skills required to enhance 

personal capacity. 

 The Webinar spread lot of awareness and knowledge on professional career skills 

that are demanded in market today. 

 The Webinar demonstrated the security features of payment gateways and 

banking services frequently used by everyone. 

 The webinar demonstrated various features of email, google drive, social media 

security features to avoid hacking of account. 

 

********************************** 
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RASHTREEYA SIKSHANA SAMITHI TRUST 

R V INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT 

CA 17, 26 Main, 36th Cross, 4th T Block, Jayanagar 

Bengaluru, Karnataka  560 041 

 

Capacity Building Workshop 

 

Internal Quality Assurance Cell 
 

“ NIRF Preparations” 

Resource Person Prof J R Sharma, Director,  StemVogel, Bengaluru 

Date: 5th April 2021 Venue: Workshop Hall, II Floor, RVIM 

Time: 9:00am to 4.00pm Target Audience:  RVIM staff members 

No. of Participants: 20 Event Coordinator: Dr. Anupama K Malagi                         

Objectives 

The objective of the capacity building workshop is  

 to discuss about the various ways in which the institution can be better prepared 

for NIRF 

 To encourage innovative practices focused on enhancing NIRF ranking  

 

Brief summary of the Event 

RVIM  IQAC organised the orientation session on NIRF Preparations in association with 

StemVogel , Bengaluru for the benefit of all the faculty members. The following is the schedule 

for the 1 day program:  
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Workshop on NIRF- Program schedule    05.04.2021 

Resource Person: Prof J R Sharma 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Session Time Areas of Discussion 

I 9.00am-10.45am Overview about NIRF- Benefits, guidelines, Processes, etc 

  10.45am11.00am Break 

II 11.am-1.15 pm -Discussion on the various parameters of NIRF  
- Discussion about the best practices adopted by premiere   
   institutions 

  1.15pm-2.00pm Lunch Break 

III 2.00pm-4.00pm -Preparation for NIRF and  sustaining in NIRF Ranking  
- Developing a strategy to secure a position in top 75 

 

Outcome Achieved/ Attained: 

This program helped us in learning from the vast experience of the resource person and 

understand the innovative practices that can be implemented  so as to achieve higher ranking 

in NIRF.  

It also helped us in strengthening the overall teaching learning & research environment in the 

Institution. 

 

 

 

 

Event Coordinator        Director   
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RASHTREEYA SIKSHANA SAMITHI TRUST 

R V INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT 

CA 17, 26 Main, 36th Cross, 4th T Block, Jayanagar 

Bengaluru, Karnataka  560 041 

 

 

Periodic Lecture Programme  

Sponsored by Indian Council of Philosophical Research  

In association with  

R V INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT 

Date: 18
th
 November, 2021; 18

th
 January, 2022; 12

th
 

March, 2022; 29
th
 March, 2022.  

Venue: RVIM  

Time: 11:00 AM to 12:00 PM Event : Periodic Lecture Programme 

No. of Participant: 150 Event Coordinator: Dr. Padmalini Singh 

 

Objectives 

- "No nation can move forward by forgetting its culture and heritage.” The aim of the webinar was to discover and 

rediscover innumerable gems by delving into the rich treasure of Indian culture and values. 

 

 

Agenda/Flow of the Event 

1
st
 Periodic Lecture: 

One hour webinar was organized in a discussion mode where some pertinent questions were asked by the speaker 

Dr. Pawan Kumar Singh, Director, IIM Trichy to the audience to be able to understand the basic values embodied 

in Indian Culture and how it can be used for the National Reconstruction.  

2
nd

 Periodic Lecture: 

RV Institute of Management organized ICPR sponsored Periodic Lecture series scheduled between 10:35-11:35 am. 

by Dr. Jose, Professor of Philosophy at Dharmaram Vidya Kshetram and Christ University, Bangalore on 'Social 

and Political philosophy' 

3
rd
 Periodic Lecture: 

The periodic lecture series continued with a lecture session on 'Ethics of Globalization' by Dr. Subhash Sharma, 

Director, Indus Business Academy, Bangalore on 12
th
 March, 2022.  

4
th
 Periodic Lecture: 

The last periodic lecture session was led by Dr. Purushottam Bung, Director, RV Institute of Management, Bangalore 

on 29
th
 March, 2022 on ‘Philosophical Perspective on Sustainability’.  
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Outcome Achieved/ Attained: 

 

1
st
 Periodic Lecture: 

The audience were able to understand the Indian value system with the analogy of speed and direction. Dr. Pawan 

explained that the youth require both speed and direction to excel in life. The Indian value system provides the 

right direction to the youth that have a fragile mind whereas skills acquired in life provides the speed to the youth. 

He explained that becoming success by exercising speed and direction is important but both are balanced by ethics. 

He also deliberated what are basic Indian values rooted deep into our culture and documented in scriptures can 

help us today to reconstruct our nation.  
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Dr. Harsh Purohit, Dean WISDOM, Banasthali University, Rajasthan 

 

 

 

 
Dr. Ajoy, Associate Professor, SIT Tumkur. 
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2

nd
 Periodic Lecture: 

The Periodic Lecture Programme on the topic 'Social and Political philosophy' was organized on Jan 18, 2022 

10:35 AM on Zoom platform by Dr. Jose Nandhikkara, Professor of Philosophy at Dharmaram Vidya Kshetram 

and Christ University, Bangalore. Fr Jose was formerly Dean of the Faculty of Philosophy, Dharmaram Vidya 

Kshetram, Bangalore, Head of the Department of Philosophy and Theology at Christ University, Bangalore, and 

Director of the Centre for the Study of World Religions, Bangalore. Fr Jose contributes to the fields of 

Philosophical Anthropology, Ethics, Inter-cultural and Inter-religious Dialogue, Philosophy of Language, and 

Philosophy of Religion. He has authored a book, edited six volumes, and contributed over seventy research articles 

in journals and edited volumes.  

 

The webinar began with basic understanding of social and political philosophies underlying its implication in 

today’s social make-up. He explained the relevance of social and political philosophy by rendering the knowledge 

of philosophical types and its impact in our daily life. Dr. Jose paved the way to ponder over the need to change 

the existing political philosophy that is purely guided by maximization of profits and growing consumerism which 

is leading to endless greed to consume more thus depleting the abundant natural resources.  
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3
rd
 Periodic Lecture: 

Dr. Subhash Sharma Dr. Subhash Sharma is a leading Indian Management thinker and author of several thought 

provoking books such as Creation from Shunya, Management in New Age: Western Windows Eastern Door, 

Quantum Rope: Science, Mysticism & Management, New Mantras in Corporate Corridors, New Earth Sastra to 

name a few.  

 

Dr. Subhash Sharma deliberated on the importance of ethics in today’s time. He explained his idea of 'Corporate 

Veda' as a basis for application of Indian ethos in corporate context. As societies have undergone transitions from 

kingdom states to nation-states and now we are witnessing the emergence of corporates as states.  

 

Indian ethos provides us a strong foundational basis for the development of management ideas for 'new age 

corporates'. He described and explained various models to reinforce the importance of ethics in globalization.  
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4

th
 Periodic Lecture: 

Dr. Purushottam Bung addressed the gathering on “Philosophical Perspectives on Sustainability’ started his 

session from a basic understanding of sustainability and layered it through a step wise explanation of why it is 

important to talk about philosophy, why there is an disequilibrium in the universe and what is the solution to this 

growing problem. He then explained various philosophies such as Bhagvat gita, Shiaiva philosophy, patanjali 

yoga sutra, taittrayi upnishand, Buddhism, gandhian philosophy, tribal philosophy and Shri Suresh Hundre 

philosophy of contemporary thinkers on sustainability.  

He explained that various Indian philosophies focus on knowing the self as prime most factor in bringing the 

equilibrium and harmony in the universe. He also explained the equation wealth=money+peace given by Shri 

Suresh Hundre.  
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Feedback & Coordinator Comment:  

All the participants appreciated the webinar and requested to document the talk in a form of a book.  

 

 

Expected Outcome: 

 

Expected outcome of the webinar is to pave a way for the youth towards achieving success ethically and contribute 

in nation building.  

 

 

     

        

       

Event Coordinator         Director   

Dr. Padmalini Singh         Dr. Purushottam Bung 

Associate Professor,          Professor & Director, 

RV Institute of Management          RV Institute of Management 

Bangalore          Bangalore 
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RASHTREEYA SIKSHANA SAMITHI TRUST 

R V INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT 

CA 17, 26 Main, 36th Cross, 4th T Block, Jayanagar 

Bengaluru, Karnataka  560 041 

 

 

A Webinar on “An overview of Neuroscience and its Application” 

Date: 6
th
 and 7

th
 January, 2022  Venue: Webinar / Zoom meeting 

Time: 2:30 PM to 3:30 PM Event : Webinar 

No. of Participant: 150 Event Convener: Dr. Padmalini Singh          

Objectives 

- The webinar was organized to provide an understanding of Neuroscience and Its application in Marketing. 

Agenda/Flow of the Event 

Resource Person:  

Dr. Naveen G Halappa 

Senior Assistant Professor 

School of Public Health &amp; 

School of Buddhist Studies, Philosophy, and Comparative Religions 
 

 

 

 

 

R V Institute of Management organized a webinar on “An overview of Neuroscience and its Application” 

especially for marketing specialization students as it is a growing field of research in understanding the 

consumer behaviour. It is important for all students to understand how the brain functions and responds to a 

stimuli and what are the tools and techniques to capture and record brain functions.  

The resource person is an expert in this field who have done PhD in neuroscience from NIMHANS, Bangalore. 

He deliberated on basics of neuroscience, mapping the brain with MRI, fMRI and MRS, Attention, 

Consciousness, and Memory assessed by neuropsychological scale. He shared his own research study results and 

real time examples for better understanding.  
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Feedback & Coordinator Comment:  

The webinar was appreciated by the students and faculty members. Many new things like parts of brain, left and 

right brain, various tools and techniques used to analyze brain activity, mapping of the brain, attention, 

consciousness and memory. 

The webinar paved a way to understand neuromarketing better.  

 

 

        

 

Event Convener: Dr. Padmalini Singh       Director    
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RASHTREEYA SIKSHANA SAMITHI TRUST 

R V INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT 

CA 17, 26 Main, 36th Cross, 4th T Block, Jayanagar 

Bengaluru, Karnataka  560 041 

 

 

A Workshop on “Search Engine Marketing” 

Date: 10
th
 July, 2021  Venue: Webinar / Zoom meeting 

Time: 11:00 AM to 12:30 PM Event : Webinar 

No. of Participant: 100 Event Convener: Dr. Padmalini Singh 

Objectives 

- The webinar was organized to bring insights from industry about SMM and SEM for students to learn practical 

aspects of digital marketing. 

Agenda/Flow of the Event 

 

 

Resource Person:  

Shashank Singh 

Designation -SEO Head, Sportskeeda 

 

Sportskeeda is a sports and esports news website, founded in 2009. It is No. 1 

personalized Sports App. The website has news, features, commentary and videos 

on sports like Cricket, Football, WWE, Tennis, NFL, NBA, and also video games 

such as Minecraft, Fortnite, PUBG, Valorant, CS:GO, Free Fire and GTA. 

 

Online Workshop on “Search Engine Optimization & Social Media Marketing” on 10th July, 2021. 
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Feedback & Coordinator Comment:  

The webinar was appreciated by the students and faculty members as it bought hands on experience in Search 

Engine Marketing for all the participants.  

 

 

Event Convener:  

 

        

         

Event Coordinator         Director   

Dr. Padmalini Singh     
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A Report and Relevant documents of Three days’ Workshop on   
‘'Dimensions of Sustainability in Business'  

Date: 19th, 20th and 22nd  January 2022  Venue: Online 
https://zoom.us/j/5045574613?pwd=OEI5VGFxL1llb0

dGM2tndE90TG9rZz09  

Time: 9:00am to 10:30 noon on all the three days Semester & Section/: III C & D 

No. of Participant: 40 Event Coordinator: Dr. Noor Firdoos Jahan 

Objectives 

This workshop aims to provide the practical knowledge about the implementation of sustainability in 

business and to make students understand how business can make their activities more sustainable.   

 

Brief Profile of the Resources Persons: The following two resource persons conducted this workshop 

to our students. There brief profiles are given here: 

1. Nicholas Jesudas, Director, PowerForward, Bengaluru. 

WORK EXPERIENCE 
 

 Company: Invensys Skelta (A Schneider Electric Company) (April2013, till date) 

Designation: Channel Sales Manager 

 Location: Bangalore, India 

 Company: Oracle India Pvt. Ltd. (July2010 to April2013) 

Designation: Sr. Business Development Consultant 

 Location: Bangalore, India 

 Company: Oracle India Pvt. Ltd. from Kelly Services (October 2009 to July2010)  

Designation: Business Analyst 

 Location: Bangalore, India 

 Company: Virgin Mobile India (May 2009 – October 2009) 

Designation: Executive Trainee  

 Location: Bangalore, India 

ACADEMICS 

 Post Graduate Diploma in Management in Finance and Marketing from St. Joseph’s college of Business 

Administration, Bangalore (AICTE Approved). 

 Bachelor of Engineering in Mechanical Engineering from Sri Venkateshwara College of Engineering 

affiliated to Visvesvaraya Technological University. 

 Pre-university Course in Physics, Chemistry, Biology, and Mathematics from St. Joseph’s PU College, 

Bangalore (Pre-University Board, Karnataka) 

 10th from Army High School, Bangalore (Central Board of Secondary Education) 

 

2. Vijetha Shastry, Executive Director TiE Bangalore., Bengaluru. 

https://zoom.us/j/5045574613?pwd=OEI5VGFxL1llb0dGM2tndE90TG9rZz09
https://zoom.us/j/5045574613?pwd=OEI5VGFxL1llb0dGM2tndE90TG9rZz09


Vijetha Shastry, Executive Director TiE Bangalore. Mr Vijetha is in Industry from 25 years handling 

challenging assignments in the service industry- Hospitality, retail ,travel, co working. Recent 

assignment was with Nasscom CoE as Lead- Open innovation. He is involved with Bhive Workspace in 

the areas of Customer experience, Community events, partnerships and actively working with the core 

teams on community engagement, events, outreach and building a stronger and supportive startup 

ecosystem. Personally he is volunteered Supporting events, outreach, mentoring startups, investor and 

partner connects. Focusing on adding value to founders, entrepreneurs and investors. 

 

Vijetha is a certified mentor from NEN, Mentor at KSUM, SAARC chambers Mentor and Speaker, 

Organizer at Techstars Startup Weekend, Chapter Lead for Techinasia , Bangalore, Working closely 

with founders, CXO teams on expansion, outreach and sales, Investor connects for startups/ founders/ 

SMB's. 

 

Outcome Achieved/ Attained: 

The Workshop was very well conducted delivered by the resource persons and it was very much 

beneficial for our students as: 

 The workshop was organized as a value addition to the subject Rural and Green Marketing to 

provide students with the knowledge, skills, and abilities to incorporate sustainability in business 

as sustainability is the demand of the day and every business is trying to become sustainable.   

 The learning of the students about the subject was very well explained by the resource person in 

practice through sharing their experience in green marketing. 

 Overall the learning of the students was very good and objectives of arranging this workshop 

were very much achieved.                                                                                                 

List of Participant:  

    

1 MB207601 A B GANAPATHY 54 MB207654 H R RITHESHA 

2 MB207602 ABHILASH K 55 MB207655 INDRANEEL DAS 

3 MB207603 AHBISHEK KUMAR 56 MB207656 JAGRITY 

4 
MB207604 

ABHISHEK SHANTINATH 
UPADHYE 

57 
MB207657 JANAK KARKERA J 

5 MB207605 ABISHEK K N 58 MB207658 K KIRTHAN 

6 MB207606 ADARSHA K 59 MB207659 KARNIKA MRIDUL 

7 MB207607 ADITYA S SHETTAR 60 MB207660 KARTHIK.M.S 

8 
MB207608 

AFEEFAH BAKHTAR 
MAJUMDAR 

54 
MB207654 H R RITHESHA 

9 MB207609 AIJAZ MUJAWAR 55 MB207655 INDRANEEL DAS 

10 MB207610 AISHWARYA .K.M 56 MB207656 JAGRITY 

11 MB207611 AISHWARYA S K 57 MB207657 JANAK KARKERA J 

12 MB207612 AJEY M 58 MB207658 K KIRTHAN 

13 MB207613 AKHILSHYAM K B 59 MB207659 KARNIKA MRIDUL 

14 MB207614 AKSHAY H S 60 MB207660 KARTHIK.M.S 

15 MB207615 AKSHAY.G.S 61 MB207721 SACHITH KUMAR 



16 MB207616 AMOGHA HEGDE 62 MB207722 SAHANA M S 

17 MB207617 AMULYA H R 63 MB207723 SAKSCHI SINGH 

18 MB207618 ANAGHA HEGDE 64 MB207724 SAMIKSHA S SHETTY 

19 MB207619 ANANYA .C. SHIEH 65 MB207725 SANDEEP H S 

20 MB207620 ANOOP BHARGAV M 66 MB207726 SANTHOSH KIRAN S 

21 
MB207621 

ANUSHA RAGHAVENDRA 
HEGDE 

67 
MB207727 SARIKA MALLYA U 

22 MB207622 APEKSHA P 68 MB207728 SATISHKUMAR K PILLE 

23 MB207623 APOORVA M 69 MB207729 SHARAN BANDRAD 

24 MB207624 APOORVA RAGHU RAO 70 MB207730 SHARVANI M S 

25 MB207625 APOORVA SUNIL PATIL 71 MB207731 SHASHANK Y 

26 MB207626 ARVIND RAJ V 72 MB207732 SHETTY LAVANYA SHEKHAR 

27 MB207627 ASHADEEP M HEGDE 73 MB207733 SHISHIR.S.ACHARYA 

28 MB207628 BHARATH.C 74 MB207734 SHIVAKUMAR C H 

29 
MB207629 BHAVANI VISHWAKARMA 

75 
MB207735 

SHIVASUBRAMANYAM S 
PATANGI 

30 MB207630 C. PRASANTH KUMAR 76 MB207736 SHREE VAISHNAVI SUTRAVE 

31 MB207631 C.PRANATHI 77 MB207737 SHRESTA B BHAT 

32 
MB207632 

CAROL SWETHA 
NORONHA 

78 
MB207738 SHRUTHI G 

33 MB207633 CHAITHANYA BK 79 MB207739 SHRUTHI.R 

34 
MB207634 CHAKRAVARTHY BM 

80 
MB207740 

SIDDHANT BHARAT 
MUCHAKANI 

35 MB207635 CHANDAN N H 81 MB207741 SINDHU L DABEER 

36 MB207636 CHANDAN S 82 MB207742 SIRISHA K J 

37 MB207637 CHANDANA.T 83 MB207743 SNEHA GOWDA R 

38 MB207638 CHETANA. S 84 MB207744 SOUBHAGYA BHAT 

39 MB207639 CHETHAN S 85 MB207745 SPARSHA S 

40 MB207640 CHINMAY HEGDE 86 MB207746 SRILAXMI 

41 MB207641 DARSHINI G 87 MB207747 SRIPOORNA INDURKAR 

42 MB207642 DEEKSHA BOPAIAH 88 MB207748 SRUSHTI B R 

43 MB207643 DELSON GLAN D SILVA 89 MB207749 SUBHASHINI K N 

44 MB207644 DHANANJAY DURVE 90 MB207750 SUHAS H 

45 
MB207645 

DHANASHRI SUBHASH 
KABRA 

91 
MB207751 SUHAS M 

46 MB207646 DISHA SANTOSH NAIK 92 MB207752 SUHAS N K 

47 MB207647 DIVESH 93 MB207753 SUJAY SHAH 

48 MB207648 DRINYA K CHANDRAN 94 MB207754 SUJAYA BHAT 

49 MB207649 ESHANYA M 95 MB207755 SUKANNYA DALAL 

50 MB207650 ESHWAR DARSHAN.K.M 96 MB207756 SUMIT NAGANATH 

51 MB207651 GAUTHAM M 97 MB207757 SUPREETH S 

52 MB207652 GOKUL NAYAK 98 MB207758 SURAJ G S  

53 MB207653 GURU RAGHAVENDRA S 99 MB207759 SURAJ HS 

*Absentees 
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Feedback/ Coordinators Comment:  
The workshop was very useful to the students as they got very good learning about dimensions of 

sustainability. At the end of the workshop, the feedback was collected from the students in the Google 

form. The summary of the same is provided here: 
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TELEHEALTH INTERVENTIONS TO 
DELIVER COST EFFECTIVE HEALTHCARE 
SOLUTIONS IN RURAL BENGALURU 
REGION COMBATING CORONAVIRUS 
CARE AND PREVENTION 

 

June 2021 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

PI Coordinator 
Dr. Padmalini Singh 
Associate Professor, 
RV Institute of Management, 
Bangalore 

 
 
 

RV Institute of Management 

CA 17, 36th Cross Rd, 4th T Block East, Jayanagara 9th Block, Jayanagar, 

Bengaluru, Karnataka 560041 



RVIM and UBA association 

RV Institute of Management is one of the 27 leading institutes of National 
and International repute, guided by Rashtreeya Sikshana Samithi Trust 
(RSST). It offers MBA programme. 

 
RVIM engages its students in corporate social responsibility by encouraging 
them to participate in all its social responsibility programmes. Unnat Bharat 
Abhiyan is conducted by way of Internship for students. The aim is to make 
the students discover how to build a socially responsible business that 
values transparency and good labour conditions, and whether the company 
uses sustainable materials to make their products. 

 
As a coordinating institute of UBA, we prepare students to change their 
mindset and serve rural areas and demonstrates the distinctiveness they 
can bring by contributing back to the under-privileged communities by 
involving them in various welfare activities in our adopted villages. 

 
We believe that when a student is well aware about their valuable 
contribution to the society, it will always be a part of his/her life and he/she 
becomes more passionate about it. This helps the student as well as the 
place they belong to a great extent. 

 

Overview 
 

 

To mitigate the impact of Covid-19 spread, there is an urgency to expand the 
use of technology to help people who need routine care, and keep 
vulnerable population and person with mild symptoms self-quarantined 
while maintaining access to the care they need. Limiting community spread 
of the virus, as well as limiting the exposure to other patients and 
healthcare staff will slow viral spread that is need of this hour. 

 
Telehealth can address Covid19 and other epidemic situations by limiting 
exposure to infection for vulnerable populations and health care workers. 
Telehealth can also expand the reach of resources to communities that have 
limited access to needed services. This allows patients to receive health 
services away from settings where potential for contracting COVID-19 are 
high, such as hospitals, health clinic waiting rooms, private practices, etc. 



NAME OF THE VILLAGES WHERE THE PROJECT 

ACTIVITIES WERE CARRIED OUT 

Attibele Mahant S Zilla Panchayat President +91 99727 37610 
Govinde Gowda PDO Gram Panchayat +91 90088 65133 

Alapnnahalli Basavraju PDO 9972887830 

Bangalore S Chandrappa – PDO 9945317766 

 

Bidar Devappa M Chambale – PDO 9945421110 

 

Bellary Zilla Panchayat Deputy Secretary 08392- 267453 

 
 

Tumkur Yuvaraju R – PDO 9480877454 

Belgavi Arun B Nayak – PDO 9481206624 

Koranahalli Mallikarjun Shirahatti – PDO 9480860406 

Sirsi Sanjukumar H Kadwad – PDO 8747824797 

Sullibelle Sundar M – PDO 8277122171 



 
 

1. Using telehealth in Karnataka rural and urban districts to deliver and assist 
the delivery of healthcare services especially to curb coronavirus spread and 
promote prevention and care. 

 
2. To reduce or minimize challenges and burdens patients encounter during 
coronavirus outbreak 

 

 
Brief Introduction of the Project 

 

The pandemic outbreak has disrupted healthcare service delivery 
completely. Where urban cities face healthcare challenges due to a shortage 
of manpower and other resources to reach out to those who are in need, 
rural India is nonetheless facing unique challenges due to a lack of 
infrastructure and resource availability. 

 
It is imperative to leverage technology to offer healthcare services to rural 
areas. 

 
This project aims to offer healthcare services to the villagers through the 
Medical Teleconsultation model that connects villagers to doctors. 

 
As villagers are already using the phone internet for other purposes, mostly 
entertainment and communication, and are well versed with making calls, 
receiving a call, and use the Apps such as WhatsApp most commonly, it was 
easy to connect them to doctors directly for teleconsultation. 



 

 

 

Brief plan of activites 
 
 

1. Database creation   

Creating database of phone numbers of each household contact & 
collaborating with hospitals, doctors and other organization to offer 
healthcare services through our telehealth initiative. 
Greeting calls to villagers 

 
Obtaining referrals from the greeting calls 

Visit to the villages 

Time duration: 1 month 
 

2. Teleconsultation 

Depending upon the nature of enquiry and health issues, consultation 
with the subjects and health practitioner’s was organized with the 
concerned Doctors 

 
Awareness through webinar series and telephonic calls & Virtual Visits 
Awareness about webinar series and covid protocol were done through 
online sessions and telephonic calls. Video conference between patient 
and healthcare provider was initiated if required. 

 
Report Writing Compilation of the final report 

 

Time duration: Rest 3 months 



 

Medical Teleconsultation Model developed by 

RV Institute of Management 
 
 
 

 
Telehealth service was offered in two stages 

Stage 1: 

Student volunteers visited Attibele village to understand the village 
infrastructure, basic amenities and to contact local authorities such as Gram 
Panchayat representative, PDO, DEO, Government Hospital Doctor, Asha 
Workers, local shopkeeper and Police Station authorities to inform them 
about the project and also get their consent and support for the 
implementation of the project. 

 
 
 



 

 
 

Consent letter approved by RVIM to send students for village visit and 
undersigned consent from student volunteers to follow covid protocol 

 
Due to complete lockdown imposed from 27th April, 2021 the Initial contact 
from the village authorities and common contact point of villagers was 
established by student volunteers. 

 
We trained our volunteers to make greeting calls to build the rapport among 
the villagers and then follow up with them about the health issues and for 
referral contacts to develop the database. During the greeting calls, 
students were also asked to take referral numbers from each calls. 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

Zoom meeting held with volunteers to prepare them for greeting calls 
 
 
 

WhatsApp communication regarding Greeting Calls 



 

 

  
 

We also shared video through social media to all the contacts 
that we created to inform awareness and assistance to register 
for e-sanjeevani portal initiated by Government of India. 

 
We also collaborated with 181 Women Helpline for referring the 
calls regarding health issues to our helpline numbers. 

 
Database of contact details of local authorities such as local 
hospital, PDO, police station, gram panchayat, DC office and 
ASHA workers and villagers were created by our volunteers. 

 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 

We nominated the shopkeeper (owner of the provisional store) as 
a SOP in Attibele village. Our helpline numbers were displayed in 
his shop and as it is a common point in the village where all 
villagers visit the shop atleast once in a day for buying required 
items, the numbers were easily noticed by the villagers. 

 
The shopkeeper used to aware the villagers about the Medical 
Teleconsultation Services and asked them to take a picture of the 
numbers and also helped them to save it in their mobile phone if 
required. 



 

 
 

Stage 2: 

Two dedicated helpline numbers were established to receive the calls from 
the villagers and connect them to the doctors. We made two visits to the 
villages where we contacted Doctors and nurses in Primary Health Center 
(Attibele) and ASHA workers with whom we visited households and 
connected them to the Doctors through virtual consultation over WhatsApp 
calls. 

WhatsApp information regarding the consultation from Dr. Pavana, HOD, 
RV College of Physiotherapy, Bangalore and Dr. Chandran connecting the 
patient with the Doctor live for Teleconsultation in sullibele village 



 

Apart from this, we organized five Unnat Bharat Gram Arogya series with 
Doctors on various topics related to covid where we connected live with 
Gram Panchayat representative and also with the villagers. 

 
On our visit to villages, we also demonstrated e-sanjeevani and helped 
villagers to register themselves on the portal. 

 

 
Project Duration: 4 Months 

Budget 

1 Internet charges  
(Rs.2000*6 months=12,000) 12,000 High internet connection is required to 
offer telehealth services 

 

2. PPE Kit 
(Rs. 500*7=3,500) 3,500 PPE kit will be required during the visit gram 
panchayat to gather the contacts of each households 

 

3. Doctor’s Fee for consultation 
(Rs. 500*60 days=30,000) 30,000 Doctor’s will charge minimum fee for giving 
their time for consultation 

 

4. Miscellaneous 
Rs. 4,500 For any other activity that is not anticipated now 

 

Grand Total 50,000 



 

Project Deliverables /outcome   

• The project has establish a telehealth process that will be standardized to 
be followed in other villages as well. 

 
• The project has enhanced the capacity building of villagers by acquainting 
them to use telehealth services in daily life. 

 
• The database of contact details of each household in the village has been 
created that can be used to track the status of coronavirus spread. 

 
• The outcome of the project is presented in the form of a report that will aid 
as a reference for future research in related field. 

 

 

Role of Institution 

• Institution has helped in capacity building of villagers using telehealth 
services with an ease in covid situation. 

 
• Institution has paved the foundation for telehealth services that may 
become mainstream process for accessing healthcare services in rural areas 
avoiding all barriers in future. 

 
• Institution aided and supported Healthservice providers to treat patients, 
ensuring the safety of both parties reducing physical contact. 

 

 

 

Impact on the village 
 

There were total 10 villages where Medical Teleconsultation facilities were 
offered. Around 90+ people were benefited from the Teleconsultation 
services. Age group of the beneficiaries range from 22 years to 75 years 
including all villages. 

 
Majority of them didn’t reported any issues during the greeting calls but the 
during the followed up calls many stated their health issues related to 
cough, cold, bodypain, fever, tooth pain, High BP and Sugar etc. They were 
directed to the concerned Doctors who were available for the consultation. 



 

Other relevant information 

With the support of IIT Delhi, National Coordinating Institute for Unnat 
Bharat Abhiyan, we hosted four online webinars for PAN India in regional 
languages. Each prgramme was organized with different themes covering 
covid care. Panel of Doctors joined us to disseminate the information related 
to the theme and directly talk to the beneficiaries PAN India. Villagers and 
participants from across India connected with us and asked the questions 
directly from the doctors. Various themes were: 

 
1. Teleconsultation awareness & e-sanjeevani OPD 
2. Physiotherapy and Panchkarma Management for Covid19 
3. Care for Comorbid patients and role of family members 
5. Dental hygiene during Covid19 

 
 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 

Coordinator’s and Volunteer list for Community Service 
 
Head of the Institution: 
 
1. Dr. Purushottam Bung 
Professor & Director, RV Institute of Management, Bangalore 
 
Coordinators: 
 
2. Dr. Padmalini Singh 
Associate Professor, RV Institute of Management, Bangalore 
 
3. Prof. A. Chandran 
Assistant Professor, RV Institute of Management, Bangalore 
 
Student Volunteers list:  
 
1. ANUSHA RAGHAVENDRA HEGDE 

2. SUKANNYA DALAL 

3. MOHAMADASADIQ MULLA 

4. KAUSHIK CB 

5. K. KIRTHAN  

6. SAHANA M S 

7. VAISHNAVI  

8. RAHUL YALAVATTI 

9. AISHWARYA .K.M 

10. MISHANA MOTESH DSOUZA 

11. ANAGH HEGDE 

12. MAHIMA BHAT 

13. TEJASVI ANGDI 

14. RAHUL MONDAL 

15. VIKAS SETH 

16. SUBHASHINI K N 

17. NIKITA 

18. NIRANJAN M 

19. SUHAS H 

20. RACHANA D 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

PREPARED BY 
 

DR. PADMALINI SINGH 
 

 

We thank Unnat Bharat Abhiyan, 

MHRD, Government of India for 

giving us an opportunity to 

develop the Teleconsultation 

model to offer healthcare services. 
 
 
 

RV INSTITUTE OF 
MANAGEMENT, 
BANGALORE 
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RASHTREEYA SIKSHANA SAMITHI TRUST 

R V INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT 

CA 17, 26 Main, 36th Cross, 4th T Block, Jayanagar 

Bengaluru, Karnataka  560 041 

 

 

A Workshop on “Social Media Marketing & Search Engine Marketing” 

Date: 8
th
, 9

th
 & 10

th
 July, 2021  Venue: Webinar / Zoom meeting 

Time: 11:00 AM to 12:30 PM Event : Webinar 

No. of Participant: 100 Event Convener: Dr. Padmalini Singh 

Objectives 

- The webinar was organized to bring insights from industry about SMM and SEM for students to learn practical 

aspects of digital marketing. 

Agenda/Flow of the Event 

 

Resource Person:  

Ms. Soumi Das 

Performance Marketing Manager, Flobiz. 

 

Working closely with Growth, Product and Customer Success Teams in building 

India's No.1 Accounting Software for SMBs. Major work areas include - 

Customer Acquisition through Paid Media, Customer Retention, Understanding 

Consumer Behaviour and Journey. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Resource Person:  

Shashank Singh 

Designation -SEO Head, Sportskeeda 

 

Sportskeeda is a sports and esports news website, founded in 2009. It is No. 1 

personalized Sports App. The website has news, features, commentary and videos 

on sports like Cricket, Football, WWE, Tennis, NFL, NBA, and also video games 

such as Minecraft, Fortnite, PUBG, Valorant, CS:GO, Free Fire and GTA. 
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Online Workshop on “Social Media Marketing” on 7th, 8th & 9th July, 2021. 
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Online Workshop on “Search Engine Optimization & Social Media Marketing” on 10th July, 2021. 

 

 
 

Feedback & Coordinator Comment:  

The webinar was appreciated by the students and faculty members as it bought hands on experience in Social 

Media marketing and Search Engine Marketing for all the participants.  

 

 

 

 

Event Convener:  

 

        

         

Event Coordinator         Director   

Dr. Padmalini Singh     

    

    

        



 
#Entrepreneurship 

 

REPORT 2 

RVIM and Society of Entrepreneurship Educators (SEE) together conduct #Entrepreneurship 
A webinar series that features prominent entrepreneurs, investors, and various actors in the 
entrepreneurship ecosystem and in the area of Entrepreneurship; where they will share their 
journey, their success and failure stories, collaborations, best practices, etc. The basic motive of 
conducting these webinars is to motivate and inspire other aspiring researchers to contribute 
significantly to the field of Entrepreneurship.  

 
On May 07, 2022, Webinar #2, which was a “Face to Face with an Entrepreneur”,  
 
Featured: Mr. Jeet Singh Arya, Social Entrepreneur, “Unexplored Bastar”, Chattisgarh. 
 
Faculty Incharge: Dr. Rashmi Shetty, Coordinator, RVIM Centre for Innovation, Entrepreneurship 
and Incubation  

No of Participants: 80 

 
 

                     

  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
#Entrepreneurship 

 

REPORT 1 
 

RVIM and Society of Entrepreneurship Educators (SEE) together conduct #Entrepreneurship 
A webinar series that features prominent entrepreneurs, investors, and various actors in the 
entrepreneurship ecosystem and in the area of Entrepreneurship; where they will share their 
journey, their success and failure stories, collaborations, best practices, etc. The basic motive of 
conducting these webinars is to motivate and inspire other aspiring researchers to contribute 
significantly to the field of Entrepreneurship.  

Faculty Incharge: Dr. Rashmi Shetty, Coordinator, RVIM Centre for Innovation, Entrepreneurship 
and Incubation  

The webinars conducted are  

On March 28, 2022, Webinar #1, which was on "How to identify entrepreneurial opportunities 
and validate feasibility in a disruptive world?" 
 
Featured: Prof K Ramachandran, Prof of Entrepreneurship and Senior Advisor, Thomas 
Schmidheiny Centre for Family Enterprise.  
 
No of Participants 130 
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• Wbal emotlonallnlelUl"tKe Is and wby It'. so Imponanl In Ihe wo"'plKe Is 
.....dal ln loday'llncreaolngly competltlv., world. 

: 
::::::.:"':::';::",::::: people.,,, far mOre likely '0 ouu...d ....ort<. eo... ld"r D'nl,,1 

• II.... pi'''''' of .......\0""11.' .1111""' ••,HI how ""'",,bl. I.........non..rt.tla: 

• klf·._reftUi - This Is ......101 In understandln, oo.·s "",,,,,lis Iftd .....Ilu...... 

aad ,,', ",,"Iculorly useful when realvln, '''''''back. 

• klf·Ht!uJat1oa - This I .... Impo<Qnl d .......... ert<1k whktl ",ak.. peopl" """"bl. of 

up...."l", '''''msel... bollo openly.nd ~11y. "1........ It. e_.... , .... 'b........" 
......... llkely. 



• 	 MotIvaU... _ Enloe_II, '~tell""'" people ..- little u,rlnsk moel ......... becaoqe 


they take ,"'de In KCOn,pll.hlnllr-eI' '''In," ""ely for "'. ske of personal 


f.ml_... 


• 	 Em...",y _ Thll lithe ablll,y to un....ntand how Inother person feel. I .. d 

upl,'I<a= """ wori<I. ~Ilr ..hen w, pto + "Un b nry ,lIrreneat f ....... ""e', 

........ pWllIe ano fu mono 1I~ly'o Jollow _"""Y"'''''.Jhow> ..,.uh.e em..."'y_ 

• 	 People "'111, - TIll' IIlmpooUnt ........ .nalll". f_.. ,.,Inlr" ,....... Ind balldh" 

rap port ",Ith co-",orI<ers. "lithe 1'",'_10"", >lollt. In "'" world .... ",.....u....,. "'" 
-IJh .."". ",....,body 10,... buk people ,kill .. 

tit. lwayfrpm .b, .,ulnn; 

w.. ••, sIclll••_Io....llIot.lI..nce taka p..actlu. TIM;......"',orpllluoJa..........1eI 

....a.e a <IIltur-e whe... employe,.. and ma...,en .II~ """ practice ond ...riM their 

-'0...1 "'101I1p,,"

F"V'l ,,..J.I 
;..,illindal Dr.pu........."'.. 8u,,&
unte. forCil'Hr Onetop""'''' Dlrea....RVIM 

http:llIot.lI
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Wor1u.hop by Mr. A ..... nd W.ni~r on WOr!< PI... Enlalemen••nd Heln. ProdLltllve 
10' I " Se ..m .. MBA I.Udelllll ~~Id a. RIIIM ... Had April 'lO'll 

o.t.. 12" ApI"lI20Zl llcaue: Semi.... HALL 
no-: 11:300.. 10 Sp.. T.' I .. Se&......~MBA ........ 
NIl. ofPartkl""ntJ; 116 Ev~n. Coordl""I"" lois. P.,..,I ,Iadal 

I and Ms. Urn. !i-h.nna 
ob' .11.,,,, 
EIIIployee ""PI"_n, Is a 'w...w. ....."lal <1NIUfII1. 1M drort '0 ..n6entond ..... d~'" 

""... quUtotlve!y .nd q... ntltotlvely • • M ""lUre '" the relnla".hlp bet....." an 
orp lll..llon and nl.mploy~ 

W""'"~.... lor 101•• A""nd Wartier OIl Wort< Pb<e bFl' ". aad Brl"l PrWadlvt for 
I " Sen,ena- MBA st.._u IIeId iOI RIIIM Oil 2 2 .... "pl"ll 2022 

Arend,mgw Q' .II, Ewe". 

H_1o cI,.,."....""•• ponlll......011< plac" ""p,~...."t 
rxllllat. Good CAIIUII..llkatloll. au. and lnIruparen..........lIakaUO& N ....... " 
1Hd,..hlp aad lIIIplOfftI ladlllll.. I.......ode..tondl.... and <o..... I" ..l1I~ _ 
Off,r Compe" ..'lon ...d Re.:osnilion. _ 
Crea.e Room for Opponunltlu. _ 

o..rIop T....' In P.........d Lead~"""lp._ 

Hold IAld,.."lp _ ..table. 



KEVTAK£AWAYS 

• 	 Emplor-npgemen. dCKrll>eslhc level ofenlhusl".", and dedl"".lona 
worker f«lot.....-Ard their job. 

o 	 Employee enpgemen. ""n be crlll""IIO • <ompanfo ...«e" . llven Ibllnks '0 
lob ..Usf.rtlo" and en,plor- monole. 

o £n&aled employ~••.., mo.., likely 10 be Prodygj.. and higher perfonnlng. 
• 	 Employers <an foster emplo)"C"C enPFmenl throu,h effective 


commuDI .... lloD, offcrlng rewanl •. and dluuninl ""'"ft, Id""ncement. 


r.~'.j~ 
PI!",I jiDda] 	 Dr.PunI.hou..m Bu", 

Dlrr< . .. r·JlVtlol 
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Wor1lsh"" by M.. MIt<h~1I Dudanl On Sodal Media Tool. for hI Semester Mill\. 

To fadU...e the ....cknu.o ~odentand the prattkallmpU<aUo", on Social 

MediooTooi. 

Wool '"1' by M.. MllcbeIl 00.....1 .... SocIal Media Tool. /or IIUe ETt.r MBA A....... 

held .t IIVIM On .... 5"' ... M.1, 1021 

"'....d./Dow glt"" linat 

M.rbt~r••r e fa.ed with .n l ytr ·I<Ct..lnllllt of re'pollllbllltl... from sorlal medl. 
mo,koUnllO cutlome. upe.l.n.e Ind .dnrllllnl- It u a be • <I••llenKe to tlay on 
top of ......rytltlo.. 

A_I =,·Ia reporl oIT.... -.It ...01_... val.... "...... ...1:0 bale<! .... varlow; 
..til ....1...".,.. (F...ho .... Twln.r, Ua_l... V_T..be. etc.) .nd nM!'trIcs (follows.likes.
reactt." o_tII. __,-eo, ... posI·performalKlt . ..............t.. flc.l_ ....n....II_ 
h_ 

Sodal media 10 a toIlectl.... t........ websloeo ......pplkatlo... tho, fOCllll on 


a;>"'In..nlnotloo, <omm~nl!r·boH<llnp..t, IlItera.don, con ••nt· ..... rlnl alld collaboratllWl, 


hopl. UK IOCIaI media ... liar In 10ymand InlelOlCl with JrIt!nu. family and various 



BusinelS-lo-con.u....r webslt"" Include social componenu, .uch a. comment nelds lor 

I".ers. Va""", tool. Mlp bu.lne.ueo 1n<1e, mu.n,., and a .... lyse Ihe ~ttullon 1M 

<ompanyp,,'rom _!;ol modl ... lncludin,bnnd j>Ol"Ception and <u..o....rln.I"' .. 

Soc\.ol media ..... enormon. lnetlo. &lob;olly. Mobile applkallonf make these platforms 

easily accessible. Some PII1>ularexampl ... 01 ,eneral social media plalforrM 

include Twiner, Fa<ebook and Unke<!ln. 

SPdii medl! provides ..yt(;ilbfptllt$ Ipdydlur tbe follOwing; 

• 	 Uscr risibility Social pla.'o"", Ie. people ea.lly communka,e and uch.n"" tde.. 

orcon.ent. 

• 	 'ysIOC» 'pd gWlyn TarksJlp•. The.., pla"OrrM enable bn.lneooes to quickly 

publicize their prolluru and services 10 a b ..... d oudlence. B ..lnesses COln also use 

social media to malntal" • lollowtlll .nd tHt Dew markets. In SOme Does, the 

Mnteut Oftate<! on socI,1 media lothe prollun. 

• 	 Audlro« hlld!., SocIal med!a helps enl"'preneun and ,,us... build an audience 

for their worl!.. In SOme c..... _tal media ..... eliminated 'he Deed 101 a 

dWrlbu'Dr. beause an)'ODe non upload their conlenl and Ir.nsac! business 

oDline. For example. an am ...ur mu.lclan an post • SO"" on Fa<ebook; ... Instanl 

visibility amoDI Ihelr network offriend .. who In turn share It on their networks. 

$pm, 'umples of RPpyljl( WfJt.INt..... mil media pb'fDOB" 

• 	 Ear_book", a I...,., oocI,1 ne<wor1th" website where rq:'stered u..... creale 

prome.. upload photos and vldeo, ..nd me_II" and keep In louch with friends. 

family and colle.,u".. 

• t (""Nllg "'. soclaJ networklna .lte desllned for the bus.ln.... community. 

__--"talSlered ","mw", <.O.D create ""tworlIs of Ie the know and trust_ 



• 	 Plp!e ...... In _I .... ratlo. webPte !'or ohartnc and ""CJOrW.. lmapt 'o.... d 

OIIlIn,", n.e m~ln Iocu. o f rlp"_' II risual. .houlh I • .....,. call lor _I 

descript io ... of Imaae.. aickin, OD OD lmal" will ••k•• uoer 10 !h~ ocillnll OOUI"C'e. 

V.... uamplc.cll<kl .....n. plcC ..... of . pII.or_mllhl...,dl~ I "oer'o. 

purtlt<!.l.. site, an Imaae .,fblucbc..., ,.......ka mlpn rcdl~ .o!h. nd~ 

• 	 TwIner Is a free mkm hh ' Ipc ~nicc for ...,.mercd "",mbcn ta brooFdc:o......... 

posts calle<llWMtS. TwItter _mben can ......dast fWHU and follow ot.bcr ani.... 

u ....... IwetU ..... ....-enl plac""' __ "'¥kes. 

• 	 W1kC!lCdJ. Is a free. opcn COIiWlC '11<,.""",dll crelted ch"",p • ~lIbor.Ft/Ye 
community. AnyoM .....I..en-d Oil W1klPN'l. <lIiI <!"Nt , "" _"lei, for p.bllcation; 

rccLstratloo Is no.....qulre<! .0 ,dll Inkl,... 

Soda! _.lIals enrywlFe..... IndMd..... and .....11' I y., . '" lit _ and 1)'peI IiSC IL 

II·. a <rirkal .--rce lor 'npcI..wl!h ...... _,.",aenl..~"""r fecdbodt alld 

..."""dl", compaoy .-Illbli lly. 

An ,ffecUft IOdaI Str.!1"8Y (lin enhance a .. 0'PnlutlOil ·. repucatlon aod build trusl 

and '_...,ness ulOnl I lrowlol otecw","" 01 <oonenlo.... Whlle so......... m ..... 

tailored to B"2B p_1oti, .... plalr...,.._ ..... oR IImlli. 

Dr.Pu..... hOI!l!m 8u.. 

Ceol,. lor earcc. Developm.". 






